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We analyse the dynamical response of a range of 3D Kitaev quantum spin-liquids, using lattice models chosen
to explore the different possible low-energy spectra for gapless Majorana fermions, with either Fermi surfaces,
nodal lines or Weyl points. We find that the behaviour of the dynamical structure factor is distinct in all three
cases, reflecting the quasiparticle density of states in two fundamentally different ways. First, the low-energy
response is either straightforwardly related to the power with which the low-energy density of states vanishes; or
for a non-vanishing density of states, to the phase shifts encountered in the corresponding X-ray edge problem,
whose phenomenology we extend to the case of Majorana fermions. Second, at higher energies, there is a
rich fine-structure, determined by microscopic features of the Majorana spectrum. Our theoretical results test
the usefulness of inelastic neutron scattering as a probe of these quantum spin liquids: we find that although
spin flips fractionalise, the main features of the dynamical spin response nevertheless admit straightforward
interpretations in terms of Majorana and flux loop excitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Space dimensionality is known to radically change the char-
acter of a physical system, as was already evident from the
works of Ising and Onsager on the classical Ising model. In
addition, dimensionality greatly influences the tractability of
a problem – in non-trivial quantum systems, exact solutions
exist primarily in one dimension. With the recognition that
exotic magnetic quantum phases are available – and can be
fundamentally distinct – away from one dimension, instances
of tractable models in higher dimension are most valuable.
The Kitaev spin model [1] is uniquely useful in this re-
spect, combining the following three properties. First, its phe-
nomenology is very rich – it provides an example of a quan-
tum spin liquid (QSL) hosting fractionalized quasiparticles:
Majorana fermions and flux excitations. Second, the model
allows for an exact solution. This is true not only as orig-
inally formulated for a two-dimensional quantum spin sys-
tem, but also in three dimensions – it can be naturally ex-
tended from the honeycomb lattice to other tricoordinated lat-
tices [2], allowing variation not only of dimensionality but
also of the nature of the low-energy spectrum of Majorana
fermions [3, 4]. Third, the model is simple enough to be ap-
proximately realizable in physical systems; in fact, a search
for materials with dominant Kitaev-like interactions have re-
cently become the subject of intensive experimental work [5–
15]. In particular, the synthesis of 3D materials β- and γ-
Li2IrO3 [13–15] has stimulated interest in theoretical studies
of the whole class of systems [4], which includes the har-
monic honeycomb series [3]. However, so far all materials
eventually do form a long range magnetically ordered state at
low temperatures and in a strict sense do not realise Kitaev
QSL ground states. Nevertheless, there is growing evidence
that the high energy (temperature) features (above the scale
of non-Kitaev interactions inducing the residual magnetism)
of spectroscopic experiments can still be interpreted in terms
of the fractionalised quasiparticles of the unperturbed Kitaev
models [8, 12, 16, 17]. This is one of the motivations to look
for distinct signatures in the dynamical properties of different
Kitaev QSL phases.
Ever since P.W. Anderson’s original proposal of the RVB
QSL [18], a central obstacle to probing experimentally the
physics of QSLs – and topologically-ordered states more gen-
erally [19] – has been the featureless nature of their ground
states. As a possible remedy, it has been recognised for a long
time that the fingerprints of liquidity and fractionalisation are
more accessible in the excited state spectrum, even though the
coupling of experimental probes to fractionalised quasiparti-
cles may itself be rather non-trivial.
In this paper we build upon methods developed in our pre-
vious work on the 2D honeycomb Kitaev model [20, 21]
to study the dynamical response of Kitaev QSLs in 3D [4]
in order to investigate the effect of varying spatial dimen-
sionality and low-energy spectrum. We study the dynamical
structure factor for the full range of varieties of gapless Ki-
taev 3D QSLs defined on the hyperoctagon [22], hyperhoney-
comb [2, 14, 23], and hyperhexagon ((8,3)b from Ref. [4]) lat-
tices. These models have excitations with, respectively, Majo-
rana Fermi surfaces, nodal lines, and Weyl points, and provide
a characteristic set of 3D gapless Kitaev QSLs. Results for
the hyperhoneycomb lattice were presented in a recent Rapid
Communications [24] and are reproduced here for direct com-
parison.
We show that the dynamical structure factor (DSF) pro-
vides two types of complementary information about these
spin liquids. At low energies there is no response, even in QSL
regimes with gapless Majorana fermions, because a spin flip
necessarily introduces gapped flux excitations [20]. At ener-
gies ω just above the flux gap ∆, the dynamical spin response
falls into different categories, depending on the nature of the
low energy Majorana density of states (DOS). If the latter van-
ishes at small energy ε as εx with x > 0 (as for Weyl and Dirac
points, and for nodal lines), the low energy response follows
the same power-law, with S(ω) ∝ (ω − ∆)x. Alternatively,
if the DOS is constant at low energies (as in the presence of a
Majorana Fermi-surface), then S(ω) ∝ (ω−∆)−α, whereα is
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Figure 1. Unit cells for (a) the hyperoctagon, (b) hyperhoneycomb, and (c) hyperhexagon lattices. The numbered yellow sites form primitive
unit cells. The x,y, and z-bonds are shown in red, green, and blue respectively.
an X-ray edge exponent. This universality has its origin in the
presence of dynamic Majorana fermions and static point-like
gauge fluxes – into which spin flips fractionalize, which make
the measurement of the dynamical structure factor a perfect
tool to probe the local DOS of Majorana fermions. In addi-
tion, away from the low-energy limit, the DSF reflects in con-
siderable detail the band structure of the fermionic excitations.
This allows the identification of Majorana fermion physics
well away from the ‘universal’ low-energy behaviour, which
itself may be be fragile in the presence of additional terms that
lead to collective instabilities [25], higher-dimensional order-
ing, or the destruction of integrability (and solubility).
Taking these two items together, the DSF as probed through
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments provides a han-
dle on Majorana excitations in Kitaev quantum spin-liquids
that is more direct than might have been expected in view of
their fractionalized character.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we out-
line the exact solution of the Kitaev model using Majorana
fermion representation, and highlight some key aspects of our
approach. Defining three extensions of the Kitaev model to
3D lattices we use the conserved loop operators and a Majo-
rana representation of spins, as in 2D, to recast the Hamilto-
nian in terms of a Majorana tight-binding model coupled to
a static Z2 gauge field. In Section III we define the dynami-
cal structure factor and present the results of calculations for
the three lattices. We also discuss the ways in which features
of the dynamical response are characteristic of the Majorana
fermion spectrum, both asymptotically at low-energy, and at
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of the Kitaev model through a cut in the
parameter space defined by the relation Jx + Jy + Jz = 1 for the
hyperhoneycomb and hyperoctagon lattice (left), and hyperhexagon
lattice (right). The gapped regions are indicated by “A”. The central
shaded “B” regions correspond to gapless phases.
higher energies and across the Brillouin zone. We close with
an summary in Section IV. Details of the calculations are de-
ferred to the Appendices.
II. KITAEV MODEL
The Kitaev model, which can be defined on any tri-
coordinated lattice, describes spin-1/2 degrees of freedom
interacting via bond-dependent, nearest-neighbour Ising ex-
change Ja. Below we concentrate on the dynamics of the
Kitaev model for the cases of the hyperoctagon, hyperhoney-
comb and hyperhexagon lattices [4]. We label three types of
lattice bond a = x, y, z referring to the components of spins
involved in the Ising interaction (see Fig. 1). Using the no-
tation 〈jk〉a for a pair of sites j, k connected by bond a, the
Hamiltonian is
Hˆ = −Jx
2
∑
〈jk〉x
σˆxj σˆ
x
k −
Jy
2
∑
〈jk〉y
σˆyj σˆ
y
k−
Jz
2
∑
〈jk〉z
σˆzj σˆ
z
k, (1)
with Pauli matrices σˆaj . Ground states of Kitaev model are
gapped and gapless quantum spin liquids: see the phase dia-
grams in Fig. 2. The phase diagrams are identical for the 2D
honeycomb [1], hyperhoneycomb [2, 22], and hyperoctagon
lattices [22] (and also for the harmonic honeycomb series [3]),
but different in the hyperhexagon case (Fig. 2, right).
A. Loop Operators and Flux Sectors
One of the key insights of Kitaev [1] was that there exists an
extensive number of conserved quantities defined on each pla-
quette of the 2D honeycomb lattice, which play a crucial role
in the exact solution of the model. In three dimensions one can
identify similar operators Wˆl which define fluxes through the
loops living on the bonds of the lattice. These loop operators
can be written as
Wˆγ =
∏
l∈γ
Kl, Kl = σˆ
α
j σˆ
α
k , (2)
where l denotes the α-bond connecting j and k sites.
Loops in two and three dimensions differ in a fundamen-
tal way. Increased dimensionality allows for a possibility of
e.g. knotted loops. However, for all the 3D lattices which we
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Figure 3. Examples of flux loops created by flipping a single bond presented for the three lattice models discussed in the text. The flipped
bond is shown in red and the flux loops are shown as coloured surfaces.
study here, the irreducible loops arising in the calculations are
simple, and we can treat them in a way similar to the 2D case.
Note that different loops are not all independent, since the
product of flux operators for a set of loops enclosing a vol-
ume is equal to identity, see Refs. [2, 4, 22].
The operators Wˆl have eigenvalues±1, and we identify Wˆl
with a Z2-flux through the loop l. We say that a loop with
eigenvalue +1 is flux-free, and otherwise has a pi-flux. Since
[Wˆl, Hˆ] = 0, and [Wˆl, Wˆl′ ] = 0, the Hilbert space H of
the Hamiltonian Hˆ can be separated into flux sectors H{Wl}
classified by the eigenvalues of {Wl}. The full Hilbert space
in the Majorana representation is a direct product of ‘flux’ |F 〉
and ‘matter’ |M〉 sectors, and we denote the ground state by
|0〉 = |F0〉 ⊗ |M0〉.
In the 2D honeycomb case the ground state flux config-
uration can be identified using a theorem due to Lieb [26].
This theorem is not generally applicable in 3D, but the au-
thors of Ref. [4] have determined a set of lattices for which
it applies and used numerics to find the configuration for the
others. Using their numerical results we fix the ground state
flux configurations in the hyperhoneycomb and hyperoctagon
cases such that all irreducible loops are flux-free, and Lieb’s
theorem gives pi-flux in the hyperhexagon case.
B. Majorana Representation
The approach originally taken by Kitaev [1], and the first
step in our calculation, is to represent spins using four Majo-
rana fermions bˆxj , bˆ
y
j , bˆ
z
j , cˆj at each lattice site. These have the
commutation relations {bˆαj , bˆβk} = 2δαβδjk and {cˆj , cˆk} =
2δjk. Spin operators can be written in terms of Majorana
fermions as σˆαj = ibˆ
α
j cˆj . The Hilbert space of the Majo-
rana fermions is larger than that of the spins, and the physical
Hilbert space is defined via constraints that the eigenvalues of
the operators Dˆj = bˆxj bˆ
y
j bˆ
z
j cˆj are equal to +1.
Using the Majorana fermion representation of spins one can
recast a general Kitaev Hamiltonian which we study here in
the form
Hˆ =
i
2
∑
〈jk〉
Jαjk uˆjk cˆj cˆk, (3)
where uˆjk ≡ ibˆαjkj bˆαjkk . The notation 〈jk〉 indicates the sum
is over nearest neighbour sites j and k. The bond operators
uˆjk = ibˆ
ajk
j bˆ
ajk
k commute with the Hamiltonian and amongst
themselves: [uˆjk, Hˆ] = 0 = [uˆij , uˆkl]. Their eigenvalues are
given by ±1, and can be associated with the ‘direction’ of a
bond (indeed, uˆjk = −uˆkj).
Using the definitions given above one can write loop oper-
ators in terms of bond fermions
Wˆγ =
∏
l∈γ
K˜l, (4)
where K˜l = −iuˆjk, bond l connects sites j and k, and the
labels j and k appear in the order traversed around the loop.
Using this representation one can obtain a flux through a loop
by traversing it (in either direction) and multiplying by ±1
for each bond that is traversed in the correct or opposite way.
Fig. 3 shows irreducible loops for all three lattices which we
study here, and in particular the fluxes which change sign after
flipping direction of a single bond.
Physical observables depend only on the eigenvalues of the
flux operators, but clearly, as can be seen from Eq. (4), there
are many distinct sets {ujk} that give rise to the same set of
eigenvalues. The extra dimensionality of the Hilbert space for
Majorana fermions compared to that of spins can be associ-
ated with the gauge freedom of the Z2 fluxes. We can fix the
gauge, and hence the flux sector, by choosing a particular set
of {ujk}. This gives a hopping problem for the matter Ma-
jorana fermions cˆ, as can be seen by replacing uˆjk by their
eigenvalues ±1 in Eq. (3).
C. Majorana Spectrum and Density of States
For a given flux sector we have rephrased the Kitaev model
in terms of a Majorana hopping problem. The Hamiltonian
of the latter is quadratic and can be diagonalised to obtain
the Majorana spectrum, and the DOS. Details can be found in
Appendix A. One of the striking observations in Refs. [21, 24]
was that the dynamical response at low energies is primarily
determined by the Majorana DOS, and more generally by the
Green function obtained within the adiabatic approximation.
Here we wish to extend this phenomenology to a characteristic
set of 3D lattices. Compared to the results in 2D, the hyperoc-
tagon lattice provides a qualitatively distinct example, having
a Majorana Fermi-surface.
In Fig. 4 we present the spectrum and the DOS of “mat-
ter” Majorana fermions. A difference between the three lat-
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Figure 4. Band resolved density of states (top row) and the Majorana dispersion relations (bottom row) for the hyperoctagon (a), hyperhoney-
comb (b) and hyperhexagon (c). The dispersion relations are plotted along high symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone.
tices which is important for the further discussion is in the
low-energy behaviour of the DOS. The latter is finite for the
hyperoctagon, linear in energy for the hyperhoneycomb, and
quadratic in the hyperhexagon case. The consequences of this
different behaviour for the dynamical spin correlation func-
tions are discussed in Sec. III. While the physical quantities
such as the DOS and the spin correlation functions are invari-
ant under Z2 gauge transformations, the Majorana dispersion
relation depends on a chosen gauge. The spectrum in Fig. 4
is shown for gauge choices in which the gapless points, lines
or surfaces intersect standard high symmetry cuts in the Bril-
louin zone. The most striking feature, which makes the hy-
peroctagon case distinct from the two other lattices is that its
Majorana dispersion relation is not “particle-hole" symmet-
ric, i.e. E(k) 6= −E˜(k) (but of course E(k) = −E˜(−k)
holds) because the symmetry-related excitations with positive
and negative frequencies occur at different points in the Bril-
louin zone (rather than at the same k-vector). The latter is the
consequence of the hyperoctagon lattice being non-bipartite,
whereas the other two lattices are bipartite [4, 22].
III. DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR
Our central task is the calculation of time-dependent spin
correlators, and the corresponding dynamic structure factor.
This problem can be mapped to a non-equilibrium problem
in which Majorana fermions propagate in the presence of a
suddenly inserted flux excitation, due to the action of a spin
operator on the ground state [27]. In previous work [20, 21]
we developed a method for calculating dynamical response in
the 2D Kitaev model, which allows one to obtain exact re-
sults for the dynamical response in the thermodynamic limit.
These ideas have been further applied in Ref. [24] to a three-
dimensional case. The details of the calculations are presented
in Appendix B; see also [20, 21].
The dynamical spin structure factor is defined as
S(q, ω) =
∑
a,b,j,k
e−iq·(rj−rk)
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωtSabjk(t), (5)
where Sabjk(t) = 〈0|σˆaj (t)σˆbk(0)|0〉 is the time-dependent spin
correlation function. The DSF is directly related to cross
sections measured in inelastic neutron scatting (INS) exper-
iments [28] and at q = 0 to the signal obtained in electron
spin resonance (ESR) experiments.
In the following we will focus on the results at the isotropic
point Jx = Jy = Jz , which is representative of the gap-
less Kitaev QSL phases, and is also relevant for experi-
ments, which indicate that e.g. the hyperhoneycomb material
β-Li2IrO3 lies in proximity to the isotropic point [15].
Figure 5 shows results for the dynamic structure factor at
q = 0 for the three lattices studied in the text. In all cases
the response vanishes at energies below a threshold, which
is given precisely by the value of the flux gap. Distinct be-
haviour for different lattices is apparent just above threshold,
reflecting their low-energy Majorana DOS. For the hyperhon-
eycomb lattice S(0, ω) increases linearly with energy as also
found in the 2D honeycomb case. This is a direct consequence
of the linear behaviour of the Majorana DOS. For the hyper-
hexagon lattice S(0, ω) increases quadratically with energy
due to quadratic dependence of the DOS. By contrast, the con-
stant low-energy DOS for the hyperoctagon lattice results in a
divergence of S(0, ω) at the threshold.
Because of this non-vanishing DOS the low-energy be-
haviour of the correlators for the hyperoctagon lattice can be
obtained using standard methods developed for the X-ray edge
problem [29, 30], from which we can read off the value of the
X-ray edge exponent α = 2g − g2, where g = δ0/pi, and δ0
is the phase shift related to the strength of the local potential
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Figure 5. (Top) Dynamical structure factor for (a) hyperoctagon, (b) hyperhoneycomb, and (c) hyperhexagon lattices at q = 0 with the inset
showing schematically the low energy behaviour. (Bottom) Comparison of the exact response and the adiabatic approximation for particular
bond contributions. The adiabatic response is rescaled by a numerical factor to obey the sum rule.
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Figure 6. Dynamical structure factor for (a) the hyperoctagon, (b) hyperhoneycomb and (c) hyperhexagon lattices. All intensity values above
40, 30 and 60 respectively (in arb. units) are shown in dark red. Shaded region represents the frequencies below the flux gap.
(which in our case corresponds to coupling between Majorana
fermions and the flux excitation), see Ref. [29]. This phase
shift in the case of Kitaev model is given by the equation
δ0 = − arctan
(
2J=m[GR0 (0)]
1 + J˜<e[GR0 (0)]
)
, (6)
where J˜ = 2ujkJ , and ujk is the ground-state flux on the
measured bond. The exponent α obtained from our numerical
solution agrees with this asymptotic behaviour.
We note that the mapping of dynamical correlators in the
2D Kitaev honeycomb model to the X-ray edge problem was
suggested by Baskaran et.al. in Ref. [27]. However, as we
showed previously [20] while this mapping is useful, the
physics, in the 2D case is different from that of the X-ray edge
problem. Notably, there is no singularity in the dynamical
correlators of the 2D Kitaev model because of the vanishing
low-energy Majorana DOS. By contrast, for 3D lattices there
is a possibility for a Majorana Fermi surface (hyperoctagon),
and thus for non-vanishing DOS, which allows one to extend
the phenomenology developed for the X-ray edge problem di-
rectly onto the case of Majorana fermions. The physics of
the Fermi-edge singularity for a system with a Fermi sea of
Majorana excitations was also used in Ref. [31] to obtain the
long-time dynamical response of the Kitaev model on a deco-
rated honeycomb lattice.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the results obtained using
exact non-equilibrium calculation, and the adiabatic approxi-
mation. The latter, which was introduced in [20, 32] provides
an insight into the origin of the fine-structure in the response.
The basic assumption of this approximation is that the non-
equilibrium correlators can be approximated by equilibrium
ones. The latter correspond to adiabaticaly introducing the
fluxes that are generated by the action of spin operators on the
ground state. The local Green’s function (GF), see Eqs. (B9)–
(B11), in the adiabatic approximation can be written in a par-
ticularly transparent form, e.g. the expression for the advanced
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Figure 7. Inequivalent components of the dynamic structure factor for (a) the hyperoctagon, (b) hyperhoneycomb and (c) hyperhexagon lattices.
The hyperoctagon has two inequivalent components, whereas the hyperhoneycomb and hyperhexagon have four. (Inset) Band resolved density
of states.
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Figure 8. Dynamical structure factor for (a) hyperoctagon, (b) hyperhoneycomb, and (c) hyperhexagon at fixed values of ω. Intensity is shown
across high symmetry planes in the Brillouin zone. (Top) Representative momentum dependence in the middle of the spectrum. (Bottom)
Momentum dependence in the vicinity of inflexion points in frequency. Note the frequency scale.
GF G˜A0 reads
G˜A0 (ω) =
GA0 (ω)
1 + J˜GA0 (ω)
. (7)
For small density of states, i.e. small =m[GA0 (ω)], zeros of
[1 + J˜<e[GA0 (ω)]] produce peaks in the response.
Although the result of adiabatic approximation does not
agree quantitatively with the exact solution, both do exhibit a
similar qualitative behaviour. In fact, it can be shown analyti-
cally that the low-energy dynamical structure factor is exact in
the adiabatic approximation, provided that the Majorana DOS
vanishes at the threshold which is the case for the hyperhoney-
comb and the hyperhexagon lattices. In contrast, for the hype-
roctagon lattice, the adiabatic approximation fails to provide
a correct description of the low-energy response. The reason
for this true non-equilibrium effect is the non-vanishing low
energy DOS which leads to the divergence of the response
at the threshold, similarly to the classic X-ray edge problem.
However, at higher energies, the adiabatic approximation fol-
lows the shape of the exact response remarkably well even
in the hyperoctagon case. By combining this approximation
with the X-ray edge approach one can obtain a good quali-
tative description of the response across the whole frequency
region.
The frequency dependence of the dynamical structure fac-
tor along high symmetry planes in the Brillouin zone is shown
in Fig. 6. As in the other cases [20, 24] the response above the
flux gap is a continuous function of frequency that falls off
rapidly above the energy of a single particle Majorana band-
width. Beyond that, the main features of the response are
a series of peaks and almost flat bands, with some of these
bands showing respectively inverted dispersion. These fea-
tures are also apparent from the behaviour of inequivalent spin
correlators shown in Fig. 7 in which different correlators show
(anti)aligned peaks. Depending on whether these correlators
add up constructively/destructively at zero momentum leads
to two qualitatively different types of response with comple-
mentary momentum dependence.
In Fig. 8 we show the momentum dependence of the dy-
namic structure factor in the Brillouin zone for fixed values
of ω. The top row is representative of the behaviour in the
7middle of the spectrum. Depending on whether the zero-
frequency correlators add up destructively/constructively, the
intensity in the centre of the BZ shows minimum/maximum.
In the bottom row of Fig. 8 we present the response in the
vicinity of a transition separating bands with opposite mo-
mentum dependence. For the hyperoctagon lattice one can
see a spherically symmetric inversion of the momentum de-
pendence when crossing the inflexion point. In the case of
other two lattices this inversion is more complicated due to
the anisotropic momentum dependence. For the hyperhoney-
comb lattice we find that near the inflexion point there exist
narrow regions of ω where we observe flat bands dispersing
only along Γ−Z direction. In the hyperhexagon case we find
that there is no dependence on the Γ − Q direction, and the
momentum dependence is rotationally symmetric about this
axis.
This behaviour is a consequence of the fact that all correla-
tors beyond nearest neighbour vanish, and only nearest neigh-
bour correlators, but not on-site ones, contribute to the mo-
mentum dependence of the response. The sign of the 〈jk〉
spin-components of the correlators thus determines the po-
sitions of the maxima/minima along the rj − rk direction.
For the hyperoctagon lattice nearest-neighbour correlators for
all the three bonds are equal, which produces a spherically
symmetric momentum dependence of the response, or no mo-
mentum dependence at all when nearest-neighbour correlators
vanish simultaneously. For the hyperhoneycomb and hyper-
hexagon lattices different spin-components of the correlators
vanish at slightly different values of ω. This explains a smooth
transition across the inflexion point, where the momentum de-
pendence of the response becomes flat in different directions
for different ω.
IV. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented a systematic study of the dynamical
spin response in 3D Kitaev quantum spin liquids exhibiting
fractionalized gapless Majorana fermion excitations with low-
energy behaviour represented by Weyl points, nodal lines and
Majorana Fermi surfaces. One of the main features of the
dynamic structure factor is that its low energy behaviour is
defined by the corresponding Majorana DOS. Here there are
two distinct possibilities. In the case of vanishing DOS the
response vanishes at low energies with the same power-law as
the DOS, as illustrated by the hyperhexagon and hyperhoney-
comb lattices. Alternatively, if the Majorana DOS is constant
at low energy, as for the hyperoctagon lattice, the dynamical
structure factor at energies just above threshold is governed by
the true non-equilibrium physics of the X-ray edge problem.
This allows one to extend the X-ray edge phenomenology to
the case of Majorana fermions, and obtain the results for the
response using standard methods. Here the response shows a
power-law behaviour at the threshold. The exponent can be
related to the strength of the local scattering potential for Ma-
jorana fermions which arises from a sudden insertion of fluxes
as a result of fractionalization of spin. At high energies the re-
sponse is broad in all three lattices showing a fine-structure
which is governed by the respective Majorana DOS. If one
knows in other ways that one has a Kitaev spin liquid, then
the INS reveals the Majorana excitations more simply than
one might have expected.
From a methodological perspective, the adiabatic approx-
imation, which neglects the non-equilibrium features of the
problem, provides a good qualitative understanding of the dy-
namical response. Even in the case of the hyperoctagon lat-
tice, which has the divergent response at low energies, it cap-
tures well the gross features beyond this contribution. Thus
by combining the knowledge of the Majorana DOS with the
adiabatic approximation one can easily find a qualitative be-
haviour of the INS response for other Kitaev models (close to
the isotropic point).
One has to emphasize that the integrability of the Kitaev
models comes at the usual price of fine-tuning the Hamil-
tonian. Adding integrability breaking terms to the Hamilto-
nian turns out to be less deleterious than one might imagine,
as some rather natural perturbations – e.g. a Heisenberg ex-
change – do not necessarily destroy central features such as
the conservation of Fermion parity or the gaplessness of the
Majorana spectrum. However, some details do change: while
general considerations imply that the gapfulness of the flux
excitations is perturbatively stable, their non-dynamical na-
ture is not. Therefore, results depending on this feature in
detail, such as the strict vanishing of the response below the
gap for creating a flux pair will not in general hold. However,
our results provide a good starting point to investigate the in-
tegrability breaking terms perturbatively.
We have thus presented a general phenomenology amongst
Kitaev QSLs which should extend to the harmonic honey-
comb series, as well as to the whole zoo of lattices studied
in Ref. [4], and beyond. The methods developed here can be
applied generally to a full range of Kitaev models which can
be represented in terms of itinerant Majorana fermions cou-
pled to static flux degrees of freedom.
Overall, in this work we obtained a detailed set of predic-
tions for the inelastic neutron scattering, and electron spin
resonance experiments for a wide range of potential Kitaev
QSLs in 3D, which may be useful for identifying fraction-
alised quantum spin liquids in three-dimensional materials.
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Appendix A: Momentum Space Diagonalisation
Since it is possible to choose a translationally invariant
gauge in the ground state flux sector, we can simplify the
8Hamiltonian (3) by Fourier transform, writing it in the form
Hˆ =
∑
q
ΨT−qHqΨq (A1)
where ΨTq = (cˆ1,q, . . . , cˆn,q), Hq is a n × n matrix for each
q, and n is the number of sites in the primitive unit cell.
To rewrite this in terms of complex fermions we need to de-
fine a linear transformation between the n Majorana fermions
and n/2 complex fermions. For the hyperoctagon and hyper-
honeycomb we can thus define two types of complex fermions
at once which we call fˆ and gˆ, and a third for the hyper-
hexagon, hˆ and we denote the transformation by a matrix Γ.
The Hamiltonian then becomes
Hˆ =
∑
q
Φ†qΓ
†HqΓΦq ≡
∑
q∈B.Z.
Φ†qH˜qΦq (A2)
where ΦTq = (fˆq, fˆ
†
−q, gˆq, gˆ
†
−q) for the hyperhoneycomb and
hyperoctagon, and ΦTq = (fˆq, fˆ
†
−q, gˆq, gˆ
†
−q, hˆq, hˆ
†
−q) in the
hyperhexagon case.
In momentum space, the pairs of Majorana fermions that
span two primitive cells introduce phases to the Γ-matrices. If
we take the 〈14〉x and 〈23〉y bonds for the hyperhoneycomb
as an example, we define fˆr = 12 (cˆ1,r+a1 + icˆ4,r)
cˆ1,q = e
−iq·a1(fˆq + fˆ
†
−q), cˆ4,q = i(fˆ
†
−q − fˆq). (A3)
Similarly, defining gˆr = 12 (cˆ2,r+a3 + icˆ3,r) gives
cˆ2,q = e
−iq·a3(gˆq + gˆ
†
−q), cˆ3,q = i(gˆ
†
−q − gˆq). (A4)
Hence, the corresponding Γ-matrix is
Γ =
 e
−iq·a1 e−iq·a1 0 0
0 0 e−iq·a3 e−iq·a3
0 0 −i i
−i i 0 0
 . (A5)
In a similar way we can obtain a Γ-matrix for a pair (or triple
for hyperhexagon) of bonds for other lattices. Note also that
the Γ-matrices in Eq. (A2) assume implicit momentum depen-
dence.
1. Diagonalization of the Majorana Hamiltonian
One of the subtleties of using the exact integral approach
that was not an issue for the 2D honeycomb is that our defi-
nitions of the complex fermions must be such that the anoma-
lous Green’s functions vanish. Because of this we must rede-
fine the matter fermions for each correlator we calculate. We
will now show that we can work around this apparent compli-
cation and diagonalize directly the Majorana Hamiltonian as
a matrix once for each q and use transformation matrices to
calculate all of the different spin correlators.
In equation (A2) we make it explicit that the sum is over all
momenta in the Brillouin zone. To diagonalise the Hamilto-
nian we then split it into two halves over q > 0 and q < 0
separately. By q > 0 we simply mean any half of the Bril-
louin zone that does not overlap with its inversion through the
origin (which we denote q < 0).
Hˆ =
∑
q>0
Φ†qH˜qΦq +
∑
q>0
Φ†−qH˜−qΦ−q =
∑
q>0
(
Φ†q Φ
†
−q
)(
H˜q 0
0 H˜−q
)(
Φq
Φ−q
)
.
=
∑
q>0
(
Φ†q Φ
†
−q
)( Γ†q 0
0 Γ†−q
)(
Hq 0
0 H−q
)(
Γq 0
0 Γ−q
)(
Φq
Φ−q
)
.
(A6)
The block matrix in the last line of (A6) is of the form
(
A B
−B∗ −A∗
)
. (A7)
This allows us to use the results of Blaizot and Ripka [33],
namely that we can write the Hamiltonian as
Hˆ =
∑
q>0
β†qΩqβq ≡
∑
q>0
(
bˆ†q bˆq
)(
ωq 0
0 −ωq
)(
bˆq
bˆ†q
)
,
=
∑
q>0
(
bˆ†ωbˆ− bˆωbˆ†
)
=
∑
q>0
(
2bˆ†ωbˆ− tr[ω]
)
.
(A8)
where ωq is a n×n diagonal positive semi-definite matrix for
each q. From (A8) we find the time dependence of bi(t) via
9i∂tbi(t) = [bi, Hˆ] which gives
bˆi(t) = bˆie
−2iωit. (A9)
The Hamiltonian (A8) is in diagonal form and our goal now
is to find a transformation between Φ and β. To do this we first
symmetrize (A6) and write the Hamiltonian as
Hˆ =
1
2
∑
all q
(
Φ†q Φ
†
−q
)(
H˜q 0
0 H˜−q
)(
Φq
Φ−q
)
, (A10)
where the sum is now over the entire Brillouin zone. As men-
tioned above we are now double counting the fermions, but
since have already acquired the correct time dependence this
will cause us no further problems.
We can then diagonalise the Hamiltonian by diagonalising
the sub-matrices H˜q and H˜−q:
H˜q = U+ΛU
†
+
H˜−q = U−(−CΛC)U†−
(A11)
where Λ has the eigenvalues ascending on its diagonal and C
is the matrix with ones along the diagonal from bottom left to
top right. We write the diagonalization in this way so that both
Λ and (−CΛC) are in ascending order. We can then write the
Hamiltonian in a form similar to (A8):
Hˆ =
1
2
∑
all q
(
Φ†q Φ
†
−q
)(
U+ 0
0 U−C
)(
Λ 0
0 −Λ
)(
U†+ 0
0 CU†−
)(
Φq
Φ−q
)
. (A12)
Although this is now in diagonal form, the matrices Λ are not
positive semi-definite and thus we need an extra rotation β →
β˜ to relate Φ and β with the help of which we can make the
identification (
Φq
Φ−q
)
=
(
U+ 0
0 U−C
)
β˜. (A13)
2. Calculating U+ and U−
To calculate the matrices U+ and U− we use the definition
H˜q = Γ
†HqΓ and the diagonalised form of Hq to get
H˜q = Γ
†
(
P
1
2
ΛP †
)
Γ
=
(
1√
2
Γ†P
)
Λ
(
1√
2
Γ†P
)†
.
(A14)
We write the diagonal matrix 12Λ in this form, with the factor
of a half, because the matrices 1√
2
Γ are unitary and thus we
can make the identification
U+ =
1√
2
Γ†P. (A15)
Since we have symmetrized the Hamiltonian we only need to
calculate U+. For completeness, the corresponding calcula-
tion for U− uses H−q = −H∗q to give
H˜−q = −Γ†
(
P
1
2
ΛP †
)∗
Γ
=
(
1√
2
Γ†P ∗C
)
(−CΛC)
(
1√
2
Γ†P ∗C
)†
.
(A16)
and thus we make the identification
U− =
1√
2
Γ†−qP
∗C. (A17)
Here we make explicit the momentum dependence in the Γ-
matrix for clarity.
Appendix B: Expression for spin correlators
As was suggested Baskaran et.al. [27] the calculation of
spin correlators in the Kitaev model can be mapped onto a
quantum quench problem. This is one of the key steps that al-
lows us to make use of machinery developed in the context of
the X-ray edge problem [30]. Below we outline the steps in re-
expressing and solving the problem as was originally done in
2D for the hyperhoneycomb by some of the authors [20, 32].
This mapping relies on the static nature of the Z2 gauge
field and is facilitated by the definition of complex bond
fermions
χˆ〈jk〉a =
1
2
(bˆaj + ibˆ
a
k), (B1)
where we enforce j < k. In terms of these fermions the bond
operators represent the occupation numbers for bond fermions
uˆjk = 2χˆ
†
〈jk〉a χˆ〈jk〉a − 1. Two spin operators on the bond jk
can be then expressed as
σˆaj = i(χˆ〈jk〉a + χˆ
†
〈jk〉a)cˆj , σˆ
a
k = (χˆ〈jk〉a− χˆ†〈jk〉a)cˆk. (B2)
One can see that the effect of a spin operator is to flip the di-
rection of the bond it is associated with, which in turn changes
the flux through the adjacent loops. Figure 3 shows examples
of the fluxes that are changed by flipping a single bond for our
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three lattices. To get back to the ground state flux sector with
a single bond flip we must flip back the same bond meaning
our correlators are ultra-short ranged.
By inverting the relationship between bond fermions and
bond operators we are able to remove the bond fermions from
the expression of spin correlators for a given gauge [27], leav-
ing them in the gauge invariant form
Saajk (t) =
{
−iujk〈M0|eiHˆ0tcˆje−i(Hˆ0+Vˆjk)tcˆk|M0〉, 〈jk〉
〈M0| eiHˆ0tcˆje−i(Hˆ0+Vˆjk)tcˆj |M0〉, j = k,
(B3)
where Vˆjk = −iujkJajk cˆj cˆk and Hˆ0 is the Hamiltonian (3)
for the hopping Majorana fermions with gauge {ujk}.
1. Expression in terms of Green Functions
To be able to use the integral equation approach described
in [20, 24] we need to re-express the spin correlators in terms
of Green’s functions for complex fermions. Here, the first step
is to use the interaction representation and put the ‘free’ time
dependence into the fermions, i.e.
Saajk (t) ∝ 〈M0| cˆj(t)eiHˆ0te−i(Hˆ0+Vˆjk)tcˆk(0) |M0〉
= 〈M0| cˆj(t)cˆk(0)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉
(B4)
where the S-matrix is defined as
Sˆ(t, 0) = eiHˆ0te−i(Hˆ0+Vˆjk)t = T exp
{
−
∫ t
0
dτ Vˆjk(τ)
}
(B5)
due to quench potential Vˆjk(τ) = −iujkJacˆj(τ)cˆk(τ).
In order to express these correlators in terms of fermionic
Green’s functions we combine Majorana ‘matter’ fermions
into complex fermions. We define the complex fermion along
the bond involved in the spin correlator, e.g. for the j-k bond
we define
fˆ =
1
2
(cˆj + icˆk). (B6)
Note that one has to define complex fermions for each type
of correlator. The way to deal with this is explained in Ap-
pendix A.
The scattering potential can be written in terms of complex
fermions as
Vˆjk(t) = −2ujkJa
[
fˆ†(t)fˆ(t)− 1
2
]
. (B7)
Now we can express nearest neighbour correlators in terms of
complex fermions as
〈0| σˆaj (t)σˆak(0) |0〉 = ujk
[
〈M0| fˆ(t)fˆ†(0)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉 − 〈M0| fˆ†(t)fˆ(0)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉
]
= ujk
[
〈M0| Tfˆ(t)fˆ†(0)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉+ 〈M0| Tfˆ(0)fˆ†(t)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉
]
,
(B8)
where T denotes time-ordering. One would generally expect
to also have contributions from anomalous Green’s functions
−i〈M0| Tfˆ(t)fˆ(0)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉. However, our definition of
the complex matter fermions above ensures that the anoma-
lous contributions always vanish.
In terms of Green functions
G(t, 0) = −i〈M0| Tfˆ(t)fˆ†(0)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉,
Gneg(0, t) = −i〈M0| Tfˆ(0)fˆ†(t)Sˆ(t, 0) |M0〉,
(B9)
these nearest-neighbour spin correlators can be written as
Saajk (t) = iujk [G(t, 0) +G
neg(0, t)] = Saakj (t). (B10)
Similarly for the same-site correlators we obtain
Saajj (t) = i [G(t, 0)−Gneg(0, t)] = Saakk(t). (B11)
Equations (B10) and (B11) reveal an interesting effect
of the gauge transformation. If we change the gauge then
ujk → −ujk for some bond in the lattice. If we remain
in the same flux sector then this cannot change the correla-
tion functions. We can thus see that this gauge transforma-
tion has the effect of interchanging the roles of the positive
and negative time Green functions (more precisely, G(t, 0)→
−Gneg(0, t)). This boils down to a change in the bare GF
G0(ω) → −G0(−ω) and a change in the scattering poten-
tial Vˆjk(t) → −Vˆjk(t). Once again we see that the dynamics
of the Majorana fermions depends significantly on the choice
of gauge but the gauge invariant expressions (B10) and (B11)
compensate in just the right way to keep physical quantities
invariant.
We are now in a position to write out the full dynamical
structure factor in terms of Green functions. Recall the defini-
tion of the structure factor:
S(q, ω) =
1
N
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωt
∑
a,b
∑
j,k
e−iq·rjkSaajk (t), (B12)
where rjk = rj − rk are the vectors between neighbouring
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Jx= Jy= 0
Jy= Jz= 0 Jx= Jz= 0
(a)
Jx= Jy= 0
Jy= Jz= 0 Jx= Jz= 0
(b)
Jx= Jy= 0
Jy= Jz= 0 Jx= Jz= 0
(c)
Figure 9. Dynamical phase diagram for our three lattices [21]. The response in the shaded region has a delta function contribution whereas the
central region does not. The boundary of the static phase diagram is indicated by a dashed white line.
lattice sites. Let us first consider the summation of terms for a
single bond. For nearest neighbours we have
e−iq·rjkSaajk (t) + e
−iq·rkjSaakj (t) = 2 cos(q · rjk)Saajk (t),
(B13)
and for the same site correlators we get
Saajj (t) + S
aa
kk(t) = 2S
aa
jj (t). (B14)
We can then sum over all lattice sites to get
S(q, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωt
∑
bonds in
primitive cell
2 cos(q · rjk)Saajk (t) + 2Saajj (t)
=
∑
bonds in
primitive cell
2i
{[
ujk cos(q · rjk) + 1
]
G(ω) +
[
ujk cos(q · rjk)− 1
]
Gneg(ω)
}
,
(B15)
where
G(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωtG(t, 0), (B16)
and
Gneg(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωtGneg(0, t). (B17)
2. Dynamical Phase Diagram
As discussed in Refs. [20, 21], by looking at the Lehmann
representation of the spin correlators we find that we have ei-
ther only an odd number of excitations in this expansion, or
only an even number. Whether we have an odd or even num-
ber is determined by the relative parity of the ground state
|M0〉 of the Hamiltonian Hˆ in Eq. (3) with fixed ujk and
|MF 〉 of the Hamiltonian with a single bond flipped, i.e. the
one involved in the spin correlator. The overlap 〈MF |M0〉 is
zero if the states are of opposite parity and non-zero otherwise
which allows us to determine the relative parities numerically.
If a spin correlator can be written in terms of only even
numbers of excitations the Lehmann expansion includes a
‘zero particle’ term which corresponds to a delta function con-
tribution to the structure factor. Figure 9 shows the dynamical
phase diagram for our three lattices. The shaded regions are
those where there exists a correlator that has a delta-function
contribution, and in the central unshaded region all correla-
tors have only odd numbers of excitations, which is the case
we study in this paper.
For the hyperoctagon and hyperhexagon lattices we find
that the dynamical phase diagram is symmetric in Ja due to
lattice symmetry as discussed in Ref. [4]. While all bonds
are equivalent for the hyperoctagon lattice, which leads to a
purely radial response, the hyperhexagon has two distinct type
of bond and thus the more complicated momentum depen-
dence that we have observed. In contrast, for the hyperhoney-
comb lattice we find that while the x- and y-bonds are equiva-
lent, the z-bonds are distinct (the two z-bonds are still related
to each other by symmetry). This in turn leads to asymme-
tries in the dynamical phase diagram. Note that for all three
lattices the boundaries of the dynamical and the static phase
diagrams (see Fig. 2) are different, and in all these cases there
exists a gapless spin-liquid with a delta function contribution
to the DSF
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3. The Exact Integral Equation Solution
The calculation of Green functions, and hence the DSF, is
simplified by the fact that they can be split into connected and
loop contributions G(t, 0) = Gc(t, 0)L(t, 0) [34]. The con-
nected GFs then satisfy the Dyson equation
Gc(t, t
′) = G0(t, t′)− 2Jaujk
∫ t
t′
dτG0(t, τ)Gc(τ, t
′),
(B18)
and similarly for the negative times
Gnegc (t
′, t) = G0(t′, t)− 2Jaujk
∫ t
t′
dτG0(τ, t)G
neg
c (t
′, τ).
(B19)
The loop contributions are given by
L(t, 0) =
〈
T exp
{
−i
∫ t
0
dt′V (t′)
}〉
. (B20)
In the above equations G0(t, t′) is the bare GF
G0(t, t
′) = −i〈Tf(t)f†(t′)〉, (B21)
which are calculated for a large, but finite lattice as shown in
Appendix C.
Equations (B18) and (B19) are singular Fredholm integral
equations of the second kind. These were solved numeri-
cally exactly in the context of the honeycomb Kitaev model
in Ref. [20, 24, 32]. In their current form they are not suit-
able for numeric solution. The transformation we perform to
render them numerically tractable can be summarised in two
main steps:
• Using the analytic properties of the bare GF
G0(t − τ) and introducing normalised GF ϕ(neg) =
G(neg)(ω, t)/G0(ω) the integral equations can be re-
stated in the form
Kˆ2ϕ
(neg) = f (B22)
where Kˆ2 is a singular integral operator with Cauchy-
type kernel. Importantly the kernel of these inte-
gral operators have finite support due to a factor
of =m[GA0 (ω)] which is proportional to the finite-
bandwidth Majorana DOS.
• If we then apply a second integral operator Kˆ1 to this
equation it is possible, following the general prescrip-
tion of Muskhelishvili [35], to choose Kˆ1 such that
Kˆ1Kˆ2ϕ
(neg) = Kˆ1f (B23)
is non-singular and has the same solution as (B22). We
are then left with a non-singular integral equation with
finite support that can be solved numerically.
The integral equation resulting from this procedure is pre-
sented in the supplementary material of Ref. [20] and is de-
rived in detail in the appendix of Ref. [32].
4. Sum Rules
As a check of our DSF calculations we have at our disposal
the sum rules
Saajk (t = 0) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω Saajk (ω). (B24)
The left hand side of this equation is simply the zero time spin
correlator
〈0|σˆaj (0)σˆbk(0)|0〉 = 〈M0|cˆj cˆk|M0〉, (B25)
which can be calculated exactly with no non-equilibrium com-
plications. In fact one can immediately see that same site cor-
relators Saajj (t = 0) = 1 due to property that cˆ
2
j = 1 for
Majorana fermions.
Since we can express our spin correlators in terms of
Green’s functions the sum rules can also used to check the
GF directly. Therefore, we must have that at t = 0
G(t = 0, 0) = −i(ujkSaajk (t = 0) + 1),
Gneg(0, t = 0) = −i(ujkSaajk (t = 0)− 1).
(B26)
By Fourier transform we also have that∫ ∞
−∞
dω G(ω) = −2pii(ujkSaajk (t = 0) + 1),∫ ∞
−∞
dω Gneg(ω) = −2pii(ujkSaajk (t = 0)− 1).
(B27)
We find from these sum rules a maximum error in our com-
putations of ∼ 1% across the three lattices.
Appendix C: Calculating the Bare Green Functions
Having expressed our spin correlators in terms of fermionic
Green functions and being equipped to solve the correspond-
ing Dyson equations, all that is left to calculate is the bare GF
G0(t):
− i〈Tfˆ(t)fˆ†(0)〉
= −i
[
Θ(t)〈fˆ(t)fˆ†(0)〉 −Θ(−t)〈fˆ†(0)fˆ(t)〉
] (C1)
where fˆ is the relevant complex fermion for the bond. By
translational invariance we can just consider bonds in the
primitive cell at r = 0. Thus the bare GF can be written as
− i
N
∑
q∈B.Z.
[
Θ(t)〈fˆq(t)fˆ†q(0)〉 −Θ(−t)〈fˆ†q(0)fˆq(t)〉
]
.
(C2)
Note that the summation is over one momentum variable q
since the correlators are zero unlesss they are over the same
momenta.
We will consider the case of a 4×4 momentum space ma-
trix, which is the case of the hyperhoneycomb and hyperoc-
tagon but it can be extended obviously to the Weyl case where
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instead of two species of complex fermion (fˆ and gˆ) we end
up with three (fˆ , gˆ and hˆ).
Let us consider first Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) with λ1 ≤
λ2 ≤ 0 ≤ λ3 ≤ λ4. This is the case for the hyperhoneycomb
where we further have that λ1 = −λ4 and λ2 = −λ3.
For each q the complex fermions fˆ and gˆ can be related to
the diagonalizing fermions bˆi’s by

fˆq
fˆ†−q
gˆq
gˆ†−q
 = U+

bˆ†1,q
bˆ†2,q
bˆ3,q
bˆ4,q
 . (C3)
Dropping the + symbol on the U matrix fˆq and fˆ†q can be
written out as
fˆq = U11bˆ
†
1,q + U12bˆ
†
2,q + U13bˆ3,q + U14bˆ4,q (C4a)
fˆ†q = U
∗
11bˆ1,q + U
∗
12bˆ2,q + U
∗
13bˆ
†
3,q + U
∗
14bˆ
†
4,q (C4b)
where by using the symmetrized Hamiltonian (A10) these
hold for all q ∈ B.Z.. As shown in (A9) the bˆ fermions have
the time dependence
bˆi,q(t) = bˆi,qe
−2i|λi|t (C5)
Plugging (C4) and (C5) into the 〈fq(t)f†q(0)〉 we get
〈fq(t)f†q(0)〉 = |U13|2e−2i|λ3|t + |U14|2e−2i|λ4|t, (C6)
and similarly,
〈f†q(0)fq(t)〉 = |U11|2e2i|λ1|t + |U12|2e2i|λ2|t, (C7)
Moving to frequency space we have
G0(ω) = −i
∫ ∞
0
dtei(ω+iδ)t〈fˆ(t)f†(0)〉+ i
∫ 0
−∞
dtei(ω−iδ)t〈fˆ†(0)f(t)〉
=
1
N
∑
q∈B.Z.
[ |U11|2
ω + 2|λ1| − iδ +
|U12|2
ω + 2|λ2| − iδ +
|U13|2
ω − 2|λ3|+ iδ +
|U14|2
ω − 2|λ4|+ iδ
]
,
(C8)
where the U matrix elements in the sum have an implicit q
dependence and there is an implicit limit δ → 0. This GF
is the bare GF for the bond associated with fˆ . To get those
associated with gˆ (or hˆ) we simply exchange U1,i → U3,i (or
U1,i → U5,i).
The hyperoctagon case is slightly different because Λ does
not have the same form (with ±λ1/2) and generally consists
of four distinct eigenvalues Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) with
λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ λ4. To see how this affects things let us
consider the case of three negative eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3 and
one positive λ4. In that case we have
fˆq = U11bˆ
†
1,q + U12bˆ
†
2,q + U13bˆ
†
3,q + U14bˆ4,q (C9a)
fˆ†q = U
∗
11bˆ1,q + U
∗
12bˆ2,q + U
∗
13bˆ3,q + U
∗
14bˆ
†
4,q. (C9b)
Using (C9) and (C5) we get
〈fq(t)f†q(0)〉 = |U14|2e−2i|λ4|t, (C10)
and
〈f†q(0)fq(t)〉 = |U11|2e2i|λ1|t+|U12|2e2i|λ2|t+|U13|2e2i|λ3|t.
(C11)
Following the same steps as for obtaining (C8) we find that in
frequency space the bare GF can generally be written as
G0(ω) =
1
N
∑
q∈B.Z.
∑
j
|U1j |2
ω − 2λj + iδ sign(λj) (C12)
where Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, · · · ) and λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · . This is now
a completely general expression for the bare GFs and applies
to all three lattices and for any number of positive/negative
signs in Λ.
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